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Chapter 6 – Natural Selection Basics 

Natural Selection 

 Haploid 

 Diploid, Sexual 

Results for a Diallelic Locus 

Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem 

Darwinian Selection 

v evolution vs. natural selection? 
v evolution 

²  “descent with modification” 
² change in allele frequency within a population 

² mutation, drift, selection, gene flow 
v natural selection 

²  “survival of the fittest” ? 
² differential survival and reproduction (fecundity) 

v selection is an automatic consequence, not 
some kind of mysterious, external “force” 
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Units (or Levels) of Selection 

v genes, individuals, populations ? 
²  in general, selection is at the level of the 

individual (phenotype) but it is the population 
that evolves 

² but see Dawkins,            
“The Selfish Gene” 

v phenotypes versus genotypes? 

pg. 195 
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Fitness 

v What is fitness? 
v  fitness of a gene, genotype, individual? 
v absolute versus relative fitness 

²  the relative fitness of a genotype at a particular 
locus depends on complex interactions with the 
“genetic background” and the physical and 
ecological environment 

v selection produces adaptation 
v adaptation is the automatic consequence of 

selection 

Models of Natural Selection 

v how do allele frequencies change over time ? 
² haploid/asexual versus diploid/sexual models 
² discrete generation versus continuous models 
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Selection in Haploid Organisms 

v selection in asexual, haploid organisms 
depends only on relative population growth 
² competition between strains 

Selection in Haploid Organisms 

v strain A versus strain B 
²  NA, NB - number of cells of each strain	


²  if λA ≠ λB, then the populations grow at different 
rates and the relative proportion of cell types 
changes over time	


NA(t+1) = λANA(t )

NB(t+1) = λBNB(t )
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Selection in Haploid Organisms 

Selection in Haploid Organisms 

v  ratio of strain B to strain A over time: 

²   w = relative fitness of strain B to strain A 

²  if λB > λA, then w > 1 and relative proportion of 
strain B cells increases indefinitely, approaching 1.0 
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Selection in Haploid Organisms 

v What are we assuming so far? 
²  ratio of growth rates remains the same over time 
² populations continue to grow indefinitely? 
² what happens when the population reaches the 

carrying capacity of the environment (K) or 
overshoots K and subsequently crashes? 

v most models of selection ignore population size 
and consider only changes in proportions (allele 
frequencies) 

Δp = pt+1 − pt =
ptwA

ptWA + qtwB

− pt

Selection in Diploid Organisms 

v selection (differential success) can occur at any 
stage in the life cycle 
²  viability selection 
²  sexual selection 
² gametic selection 

²  incl. meiotic drive, segregation distortion 
²  fecundity selection 

v selection on (the success of) a particular 
genotype may vary through the life cycle 
²  in fact, it’s likely – tradeoffs are pervasive! 
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Selection in Diploid Organisms 

Model of Viability Selection 

v start with basic HW assumptions 
v add differences in viability for different 

genotypes 
² assume survival probabilities (viability selection) 

for different genotypes remain constant over time 
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Model of Viability Selection 

v absolute fitness (survival probability) versus 
relative fitness (in comparison to reference 
genotype) 

 

€ 

AA : 0.75, Aa : 0.75, aa : 0.50
AA :1.0, Aa :1.0, aa : 0.67

Ospreys 

vs. Oysters 

€ 

AA : 0.00075, Aa : 0.00075, aa : 0.00050
AA :1.0, Aa :1.0, aa : 0.67

Model of Viability Selection 

v absolute fitness (survival probability) versus 
relative fitness (in comparison to reference 
genotype) 

v outcome of selection depends on relative 
fitness 

v survival probabilities likely to change with 
population size and environmental conditions, 
but it may be reasonable to assume that 
relative fitness remains ~constant 
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Table 6.2 Assumptions of the basic natural 
selection model with a diallelic locus. 

v  Genetic 
²  Diploid individuals 
²  One locus with two alleles 
²  Obligate sexual reproduction 

v  Reproduction 
²  Generations do not overlap 
²  Mating is random 

v  Natural selection 
²  Mechanism of natural selection is genotype-specific differences in 

survivorship (fitness) that lead to variable genotype-specific growth rates, 
termed viability selection 

²  Fitness values are constants that do not vary with time, over space, or in 
the two sexes 

v  Population 
²  Infinite population size so there is no genetic drift 
²  No population structure 
²  No gene flow 
²  No mutation 

Change in Allele Frequency  
w/ Viability Selection 

v population size and composition at time = 0 

v number of each genotype after selection given 
survival probabilities 

v new frequency of A allele in gametes 

p2N1 + 2pqN1 + q
2N1



AA p
2N1 + Aa2pqN1 + aaq

2N1

AA p
2N1 +

1
2
Aa2pqN1( )

AA p
2N1 + Aa2pqN1 + aaq

2N1
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Change in Allele Frequency  
w/ Viability Selection 

v new frequency of A allele in gametes 

AA p
2 + Aa pq

AA p
2 + Aa2pq+ aaq

2

AA p
2N1 +

1
2
Aa2pqN1( )

AA p
2N1 + Aa2pqN1 + aaq

2N1

Change in Allele Frequency  
w/ Viability Selection 

v  replacing absolute fitness (  ) with relative fitness 
(w)… 



qt+1 = !q = wAapq+waaq
2

wAAp
2 +wAa2pq+waaq

2 =
wAapq+waaq

2

w

Δp =
pq q waa −wAa( )− p wAA −wAa( )#$ %&

w

pt+1 = !p = wAapq+wAAp
2

wAAp
2 +wAa2pq+waaq

2 =
wAapq+wAAp

2

w
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General scenarios for 2 alleles 


